Carrie Daws
Christian Novels Explore Importance of Truth and Family
Book 1, Crossing Values: For years, Amber traipsed around the Northwest avoiding the
skeletons in her closet. Job-hopping every few weeks, she refused to let anyone get close to
her as she slowly made her way east. As winter plants itself firmly across the Rockies, she
decides  to  take  a  chance  on  a  job  at  a  logging  company  with  a  family  different  from  any  she’s  
ever known before.
Watching the family interact creates more questions than answers for Amber. Feeling
like  she’s  entered  the  happily-ever-after written at the end of fairytales, she watches for
cracks in the façade. Surely as the days pass, the play-acting will cease and the real family will
emerge.Or could she be wrong? Could they truly be genuine? Could Faye understand the trauma from her
past or Peter think of her as more than just the winter office help? Could this family really hold the key to
what  she’s  seeking?
Book 2, Ryan’s  Crossing: After  ten  years,  Ryan’s  parents  found  his  runaway  sister,  Amber.  
Now, as he drives to meet up with her and his parents before her wedding, his mind fills with
the changes coming. Besides figuring out where she will fit into his life, a job change is on the
horizon for him. But should he stick with small town life? Or should he move to Portland,
Oregon?
Meeting the family his sister is marrying into only brings more questions. Maybe
moving to nearby Portland is the better choice. But something about the town of Crossing
calls  to  him.  Is  it  the  friendly  people  who  openly  accept  him  as  Amber’s  brother  or  the  cute  brunette  who  
happens to be sister of the groom? As Ryan weighs the pros and cons, He decides to put God to the test. Will
He answer? Will  He  let  him  know  which  choices  to  make?  And  what  if  Ryan  doesn’t  like  the  answer?
Book 3, Romancing Melody: A Crossing Journey: Newlywed Melody Podell gives up
everything she has ever known to follow her husband, a soldier in the US Army, across the
country to his duty station at Fort Bragg, NC. Army life is not what she expected and she
struggles  to  adapt  to  it  and  its  constant  call  on  her  husband’s  time. Soon after giving birth to
their  first  child  and  dealing  with  her  husband’s  deployment  to  a  dangerous  part  of  the  world,  
tragedy strikes forcing Melody to travel back to home.
Walking back into the lives of her old friends in Crossing, Oregon, is the last thing
Melody wants to do, but could she be missing something? Melody must decide if God is trustworthy even
when  she  doesn’t  like  His  plan.  Is  He  really  in  control?  Does  He  have  a  plan  and  a  family  for  Melody  in  Fort  
Bragg?
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Book 4, Crossing’s  Redemption: Many in Crossing, Oregon, would describe long-time resident
Patricia Guire as an eclectic force to be reckoned with, one who speaks her mind. Yet
something is changing. She seems to be dropping out of her normal activities, becoming
scarce around town and less available to her friends.
Amber Yager feels called to check in on Patricia. Yet as she spends time with her and
discovers  Patricia’s  hidden  past,  she  is  drawn  in  to  a  group  that  brings  disquiet  to  her  own  
soul, ripping open old wounds. Will the love  she’s  found  in  Crossing  be  taken  from  her?  Or  
could both Amber and Patricia finally find peace as God shines light into the darkest places of their hearts?

About Carrie
Over  the  years,  God  rewrote  Carrie’s  dreams  to  include  being  a  stay-at-home mom and a writer. She
started  by  writing  weekly  devotions  online  before  a  mentor  at  the  Christian  Writer’s  Guild  encouraged  her  to  
try fiction.
After  almost  ten  years  in  the  military,  Carrie’s  husband  medically  retired  and  they  now  live  in  Virginia  
with their three children. Besides writing novels, she stays busy home schooling, keeping up with her extended
family and friends, and volunteering within military ministries.

What the Readers are saying about the Crossing series (from Amazon.com)
From Cheri Swalwell
I fell instantly in love with Peter's family and even though they seemed a little unrealistic for today's society,
that in itself made me sad. They shouldn't be the exception, the standards that the family lived by were (are)
Biblical standards and more people (families) should embrace those values and share God's love with those
around them. Instead of seeming false or unrealistic, it made me want to strive to be more like the family and
to go out and make a difference in the lives of others around me. There was something very appealing about
Peter's family that pulled me in and wanted me to learn more.
From Janice L
Author Carrie Daws places her characters in realistic small town America. The setting supports and warms the
story. The characters, are clearly defined. The plot moves along steadily, with a few nice twists and relational
interests to increase suspense. But for me, the best parts of the story are the positive traits of the characters,
the confirmation that there are still functional families in this world, good people who really care about others,
even strangers, but that their goodness comes not from themselves but from the forgiving God who sustains
them.
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Suggested Interview Questions
1. Your background is in writing online devotionals. Why did you decide to enter the world of fiction
writing?
2. Who do you think readers will relate to most in these books?
3. Fear is a big motivator for the main character, Amber. Why do you think so many Christians struggle
with this, too?
4. Amber’s  broken  relationships  are  revealed  in  chapter  two.  Is  this  something  you’ve  experienced  
personally?
5. What projects are you working on now?

About the publisher
Ambassador International was founded in 1980 in Belfast, Northern Ireland and expanded to Greenville, South
Carolina  in  1995.  Ambassador  International’s  books  and  materials  have  been  distributed  in  dozens  of  countries  
and are sold worldwide. For more information visit www.ambassador-international.com. You can also follow
@AmbassadorIntl on Twitter or check out Facebook.com/AmbassadorIntl.

